
Burghley: Fashion in Retrospect 

High Fashion and High Drama: A look back at the very best of the Trot Up Fashion from 

the Land Rover Burghley Horse Trials 2015. 

The competition came to a conclusion on Sunday afternoon with Burghley debutante 

Michael Jung and La Biosthetique Sam (the horse that took him to individual victory  at 

the London 2012 Olympic Games) lifting the trophy following a campaign that was not 

altogether smooth sailing. Suffering both a highly public wardrobe malfunction during 

Wednesday’s First Horse Inspection and the indignity of going for a dunking during his 

Cross Country round with Fischerrocana FST, it is safe to say that he had a shaky start!  

It wasn’t a great week for the Brits with several contenders for the title coming unstuck. 

Special mention however should be given to Kristina Cook, riding 10 year old Star 

Witness and finishing in 8th place as the highest placed British rider after a remarkable 

display of stickability during their Cross Country round!  Aptly named Rosalind Canter 

also had an incredible debut at 4* with Allstar B with an incredible dressage score of 

45.8 and just a single time fault during the showjumping phase. Unfortunately she 

picked up 20 penalties across country.   

Ultimately finishing in 37th place and receiving the trophy for the highest placed first-

timer, this is definitely a combination that I expect to be climbing the rankings in the 

near future.   

‘Tradition with a Twist’  

The phrase above is how I would sum up the fashion seen in action during the Horse 

Inspections at Burghley.  From smart suits with a splash of colour, to new takes on the 

‘eventing uniform’ of white jeans, boots and a tweed jacket, this year was all about 

mixing the old with the new and we saw some incredible outfits! 

 



It would be impossible to write a Burghley retrospective without mentioning the winner. 

During Wednesday’s First Horse Inspection, Michael Jung showed he was also a winner in 

the style stakes, pairing a black suit with a contrasting statement red tie with subtle 

pattern detail for a sharp and sophisticated look.  

 

 

Known for his striking trot up outfits, Paul Tapner certainly didn’t disappoint on 

Wednesday and commanded attention in a tweed waistcoat from Timothy Foxx with an 

eye catching red silk back panel. Paired with blue jeans and a coordinating belt and 

finished with a quirky bow tie, this outfit should not have worked yet Paul pulled it off with 

style.  

 

Looking glorious in a statement, pale blue tweed jacket with chocolate accents paired with 

a pair of navy skinny jeans and knee length brown heeled boots, Georgie Strang was the 

picture of elegance during her jog on Wednesday.  The chocolate tones of the jacket tie in 

nicely with the boots whilst the navy skinny jeans tone with the jacket itself.  I particularly 

like length of this jacket as it enables real movement when ‘jogging’ and creates a 

flattering silhouette.   



 

 

Making her debut at Burghley, Abigail Boulton also made an impression in the style stakes, 

pairing a moss green tweed jacket with a white high necked shirt, white skinny trousers 

and a pair of Dubarry boots. Possibly one of the more conservative outfits featured in this 

article, this is simply a classic look- worn well.  

 

Sunday’s Final Horse Inspection was another opportunity to find out how the 

competitors fared in the sartorial stakes. Whilst Wednesday was the day of classical 

silhouettes and sharp styling, Sunday was all about splashes of colour and the styling 

seemed far more suited to summer compared to the autumnal vibe of some of 

Wednesday’s offerings. 

 

 



Oliver Townend makes the list when it comes to Sunday’s outfits du jour. Recycling 

Wednesday’s combination of a deep navy suit with complementary pale blue tie and a 

crisp white shirt, Oliver was certainly one of the most resourceful competitors trotting up 

on Sunday.  The pale blue tones of the tie complemented and pared down the navy of the 

suit which for all intents and purposes, was rather bright.  In all, this outfit was a slightly 

bolder take on the traditional ‘suit and tie’.  

 

 

Pairing a scarlet mid-length jacket with military style buttons with a pair of white skinny 

jeans and deep brown leather boots, Lynn Symansky stood out during Sunday’s 

proceedings. The slim fit of the jacket avoided the outfit becoming ‘blousy’ whilst the 

addition of a white stock tied together the top and bottom halves of the outfit with aplomb. 

 

Bringing a touch of sunshine to the Final Horse Inspection, Sophie Jenman teamed a 

cropped yellow jacket with a tucked in printed blouse, contrasting leather belt and white 

jeans.  Yellow is always a bit of a risky choice however Sophie chose a slightly muted tone 

which blended well and lifted the outfit significantly. Finishing the look with a high 

ponytail, this was one well put together combination. 



 

That concludes my brief look back at some of the stand out style from the competitors at 

the 2015 Land Rover Burghley Horse Trials. Overall it was one fashionable week but 

therein lays the question. Who was better turned out, the horses or the riders? I’ll let 

you decide that one…… 

(Thanks to Dave Murray and Lorraine Porter for photographing the Horse Inspections) 

By Aurora Cotten-McKean 

 

 

 

 


